


Chapter 6 Empirical Bayes!
❖  Robbins’s formula to calculate posterior mean without knowing prior distribution:

❖  Empirical Bayes: Bayes formulas can be estimated empirically/frequentistly from a 
large dataset with parallel situations.





Chapter 7 Part 1: James-Stein!

❖  Indirect evidence estimation

❖  MLE automatically gives unbiasness and nearly 
minimal variance

❖  But unbiasness is a luxury and danger when high-
dimension estimation is neede

❖  JS starts with shrinkage estimation by introducing small 
biases to improve overall performance, at a possible 
danger to individual estimates.





❖  JS estimators are “shrinkage estimators” since M and B 
are estimated from all data and then are applied to 
individuals.





❖  MLE is one end: assume all baseball players are independent, and mu 
are estimated separately for each subject;

❖  Null hypothesis is the other end: assuming all subjects are the same;

❖  JS estimator is somewhere in the middle of the two cases



Part 2: Ridge Regression !

❖  Linear model 

❖  advantage: estimate p estimators, no matter how 
large n may be

❖  Disadvantage: as p grows, high-dimensional 
unbiased estimation is hard

❖  Ridge regression: a shrinkage method to improve beta 
estimation in linear models





❖  Some predictor effects change dramatically as lambda 
goes from 0 (LS estimator) to 0.1.



Ridge connects with Bayes!

❖  Prior belief of ridge regression: beta lies near 0.

❖  For high-dimension situation:

❖  Prior belief: most of beta lie near zero

❖  So it is necessary to bias MLE toward zero.



Ridge, regularization and Lasso!



Limitation to Ridge and other 
shrinkage estimation!



❖  JS is more accurate for 14 out of 18 than MLE

❖  JS loses to MLE in 4 players out of 18, who are the highest or the lowest ones;

❖  So informed baysian can be applied to provide indirect evidence that player 2 should not be 
thrown into the shrinkage pool with the other ordinary players

❖  JS1 is transformed JS, in which shrinkage is not allowed over more than one unit from p_hat



Chapter 8: GLM and Regression Trees!
❖  Indirect evidence does not only belong to Bayesian

❖  Prediction for specific x by regression also incorporate evidence 
from observations at non-x values

❖  MLE is used to estimate regression parameters



Logistic regression!

❖  Blue: direct evidence; 
unbiased

❖  Red: regression; 50% 
improvement on error



Advantage of logit transformation !



Another advantage/interpretation !



Limitations of MLE in Logistic regression!

❖  Especially for high-dimensional X

❖  Large beta is accompanied by large SE



Combining two types of indirect 
evidence!

❖  Bayesian: prior information

❖  Regression: covariance information



GLM !



MLE of alpha in GLM ; with an example with normal assumptions!



Why Exponential Family !



Poisson Regression!

❖  Bivariate normal distribution is awkward
❖  Poisson regression is useful for dealing with truncated data; 



❖  Poisson GLM reduces density estimation to regression 
fitting



Regression Trees!




